
John Doe, Age 35
Occupation: Fire fighter
“I take pride in my neighborhood, its history and its people..”
Feels: Be able respond to emergencies quicker.
Goals: Protect local residence and property from fire outage.
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the Journey Receives an Emergency Call Locate & Understand Fire. Find Nearest Water Update & Warn

“I received a distress call from a resident about a fire outbreak…”

John is working in Newcastle Fire Department and got an emergency call from 
a resident of a fire outbreak near Albury residential areas. Using the Fire & Water 
app to locate and understand how severe is the fire outbreak.

Pain points: 
Not able to find where is a fire outbreak in time.
No information about intensity of the fire.
Unable to respond in time to combat fire.
Not getting updated fire locations.

Aha Moments: Locate and understand the intensity of the fire reported.

“Now I know where the fire is located and level of severity, but where is the
nearest water catchments…?”

John arrives at the scene and discovers that the fire is high severity as indicated on 
the app. He needs additional water to combat the fire and uses the app to locate 
where the nearest water catchments are. He chooses the nearest one.

Pain points:
Water ran out.
Not able to search for the nearest reservoir.

Aha Moments: Located the nearest water catchment from his current location.

“Found more water and fire is 
under control…!”

John kept the fire under control and 
warned surrounding residence 
about the event.

Pain points: 
Unable to warn or update local 
residence quickkly about the event 
that just occured.

Aha Moments: Warned local 
residence by using the app to update 
the event.
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the shortest distance

App shows the nearest water
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